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COVER STORY

The Longest Day
Magnolia Springs Southpointe celebrated the Longest Day &
the first official day of summer with a day long fundraiser
supporting the Alzheimer's Association!

Residents, Family, & Friends perused our Book Sale, enjoyed
some Lavender Lemonade, got a Temporary Tattoo, gave a
Pinwheel Flower for our Memory Way Promise Garden, or
purchased our exclusive 2021 Alzheimer's Awareness Shirt!

We also conducted a Mystery Box Raffle with the prize
donated by Golden Age Home Health Care - Congratulations
to Niki Rambo for being the winner!

Together we raised nearly $550 in one day! Thank to
everyone for your care and support!
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OUR TEAM



COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHT

Help our Garden Grow!

Purchase a pinwheel & personalize. It will then be placed
in our promise garden as a symbol of hope for a future

without Alzheimer’s disease. 
 

$5 each 
 

Cash or Check made payable to the Alzheimer’s
Association. 

*in lieu of being placed in the promise garden you may
take it home with you instead. 

CULINARY CORNER

Food & Beverage Trends
Even though the Covid-19 epidemic seems to be lighting,
& some aspects of normal life are coming back, other
areas of normality are unfortunately getting worse. The
Food & Beverage world continues to suffer shortages &
massive price increases that effect many areas of our
Culinary Department. Unforeseen events have
compounded various issues causing outages of several
products we typically serve.  The Cyber-attacks on JBS
Meats & The Colonial Pipeline have both caused fuel
prices to jump, & increased the cost of products shipped
by truck, The short shutdown of Beef production facilities
have & will continue to effect price & availability of
many of the products we purchase for several weeks,
hopefully stabilizing by July. I continue to work hard to
minimize any changes you have & will see due to these
changes within Magnolia Springs Southpointe. Your
Happiness & Satisfaction is my primary concern. Please
keep the Suggestions & Requests Coming!!

RESIDENT HIGHLIGHT

Ralph A.

Ralph was born in Morristown,
IN and was raised on the south
side at Morris St and West St. by
his single father. He has 4
brothers and 5 sisters. 

Ralph has 3 sons and 8
grandsons. He is a quiet man of
few words. Ralph was a crew
leader at Citizen's Gas Company.
He resides at Magnolia Springs
with his wife, Karen. They both
fondly remember a trip they took
to Rome and threw coins in the
Trevi Fountain.

When asked about how he likes
Magnolia springs, he said with a
smile, "I haven't met anyone I
don't like!"



Serenity of the Outdoors
         We all know the feeling of having a long day full of stress & aggravation. Then as we
take that first step outdoors into a beautiful sunshiny day, breathing deeply in that warm
summer air, all the worries and stress seem to melt away.
         Given the nature of Alzheimer's & other cognitive diseases that impact the brain, several
of our resident tend to exhibit signs of stress and worry. It is our job in Memory Way to help
alleviate those anxieties. One way we accomplish this is by making our courtyard a beautiful,
serene place.

Memory Way interacts with the courtyard in the following ways:
• Gardening is not only relaxing but it also keeps them active and minds focused. Even

better, gardening lets seniors soak up some vitamin D and remain physically fit.
• Exercising by going for a walk to take in the scenery and focus on how the sun or breeze

feels. Pointing out the wonders of nature which will help them focus on the beauty in the
world around them.

• Playing games outdoors has the ability to increase concentration and memory, which can
even significantly increase their chances of winning the game or successfully completing a
puzzle.

• Reading helps to exercise the brain. Sitting outside with a cup of tea as a caregiver reads a
book of poetry, classic novels, or riddles can help relax and sharpen memory.

Vocational Wellness
       For many of us, we achieve personal satisfaction through our work, and especially
through volunteering within our community. Senior living presents an interesting dilemma in
regards to our sense of identity. Though some enjoy the freedom of having a day free of
responsibility, many feel disconnected from the world at large, unable to inspire change. But
this couldn't be further from the truth. If we have the time and desire, retired people can often
do even more than someone who is required to work 40 hours per week!
       Food drives, toy drives, animal care centers, and homelessness prevention and wellness
initiatives are outreach programs which allow residents to give back to the community despite
any physical limitations they may have. In addition, hobbies such as whittling, painting,
creative writing, crafting, knitting, and sewing produce a physical reward for our hard work.
As far as participating in Magnolia Springs’ community, our Resident Council and
Ambassador programs provide opportunities to promote change in our direct environment.
       Throughout the stages of our life, we may find meaning in different activities, we may not
be quite as energetic, we may begin to feel down, but there is always a way to make a
difference. Magnolia Springs staff is absolutely willing to help find resources and provide
transportation to any activity that will promote your sense of purpose.



MEMORABLE MOMENTS



EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Jenny Query

Sincerely,
Jenny Query 
queryjenny@mssouthpointe.com 

 
Happy July! 
 
I would like to take a moment to thank each of you for
participating in the annual Resident Satisfaction Survey
last month. Your feedback allows us to improve
processes, and therefore create a better way of living for
each of you. I will have the results in the coming weeks
and will share those results with you during my Executive
Director chat. Please be sure to attend if interested. 
 
The HVAC revamp project will be underway mid to late
July and extend into August. This project required much
coordination on behalf of the staff. We have portable air
conditioners that we will be placing in your apartments. A
timeline and more information to come soon. 
 
Keep an eye out for our OdessaConnect education
meeting. You will find this meeting very beneficial, and it
will teach you how to use your free system to
communicate with family and the staff at MSS. You will
be able to see the daily activity calendar, the menu for the
day, birthdays, etc. at the touch of a button on your
remote. 
 
Let’s have a good summer, and as always, be kind to each
other. 

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT

Justine H.
LE Coordinator

Justine has an Associate of Fine
Arts Degree from Ivy Tech. She
grew up in a military home where
moving was almost a yearly
event however Denver is her
home state at heart. 

Justine has two beloved cats:
Marlin and Catman. Two
beautiful Step-kids: Simon (8)
and Gwen (12). A lovely partner
of 3 years: Johnny.

In her free time, she enjoys
gaming (Dungeons and Dragons),
traveling, baking, crafting and
collecting oddities. 

Prior to Magnolia Springs,
Justine worked at various
restaurants in Indy as a chef and
baker.
Her favorite part of Magnolia
Springs has been getting to be her
goofy self with the residents and
making them smile! 
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Independence Day
Sunday, July 4

Embrace the World: Hawaii
Sunday, July 18- Saturday, July 24

UPCOMING EVENTS
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